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   COMMUNITY VOICES: PROJECT OVERVIEW
FINAL PRODUCT
A TED Talk-style presentation that tells a compelling story 
using data about a high-needs community issue that needs 
attention. 

AREA OF STUDY
Social Studies, ELA

TIMEFRAME
11-13 hours

AGE GROUP
Grades 6-8

KEY STANDARDS ASSESSED
D2.Civ.7.6-8 >> Civic virtues and democratic principles.
D2.Civ.10.6-8 >> Personal interests and perspectives, on 
issues and problems in government and civil society.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RH.6-8.1 >> Cite evidence from primary 
and secondary sources. 
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.WHST.6-8.1.B >> Support claims with 
reasoning and evidence.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RH.6-8.7 >> Integrate visual information.

See APPENDIX 1 >> for the full list of standards.

RUBRICS
Project Rubric >>
BIE Presentation Rubric >>

PLANNING TOOLS AND TEMPLATES
Entry Event Letter >>
Project Design Companion >>
Student-Facing Planning Sheet  >>

COMMUNITY VOICES
This year’s local Ideas Summit, a TED-style event, is focused on using 
data to tell interesting stories about community issues that need attention. 
Organizers are calling on community members to create and present data 
stories based on research interviews of community members. Stories should 
incorporate both quantitative and qualitative data.

DRIVING QUESTION

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

CRITIQUE & REVISION
Teams participate in a teacher conference, a check-in with 
an expert, and a Tuning Protocol. Using all feedback, teams 
revise their story and presentation. 

AUTHENTICITY
One purpose of this project is to provide students with an 
opportunity to address an important issue in their community 
by using various data to tell a story. This experience provides 
a space for students to discuss their community needs 
through original research and data storytelling to impart 
change.

PUBLIC PRODUCT
Students create a TED Talk-style presentation using data to 
present a community issue that needs to be addressed via 
digital presentation tool. The presentation will occur before a 
live audience at an Ideas Summit.

STUDENT VOICE & CHOICE
Each student team determines a community issue that they 
deem important. Using both qualitative and quantitative data, 
teams take responsibility for developing a compelling story of 
why the issue needs to be addressed.

CHALLENGING PROBLEM OR QUESTION
The driving question for this project is, “How can we use data 
to tell a story about our community to inform and motivate 
citizens to action?” This open-ended question provides an 
opportunity for creativity and choice in design.

REFLECTION
At several points during the project, students reflect on 
their work—both on their personal process, their team’s 
collaboration, and their learning of key knowledge and skills. 
This time to think will be leveraged throughout the project 
to improve the working relationships of the teams and their 
product.

   WHAT MAKES THIS PROJECT GOLD-STANDARD PBL?
SUSTAINED INQUIRY
Students examine and research a community issue to create 
their data story for the Ideas Summit. The research includes 
analyzing historical data and statistics, as well as conducting 
and analyzing interviews. 

KEY KNOWLEDGE, UNDERSTANDING, AND SUCCESS SKILLS
This project is focused on teaching students how to use 
both qualitative and quantitative data to present a story that 
addresses a community issue. Students develop a data story 
and use a digital presentation tool to highlight a high-needs 
community issue at the Ideas Summit. This project addresses 
Social Studies and Common Core State Standards in Literacy.

How can we use data to tell a story about 
our community to inform and motivate 
citizens to action?

https://www.socialstudies.org/c3
https://www.socialstudies.org/c3
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RH/6-8/1/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/WHST/6-8/1/b/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RH/6-8/7/
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1IpOI8_yTsua91hxD21EtsmDUMUTcjfplwmlIwjkSfAw/edit?ts=5b22633e#gid=1644689415
http://www.bie.org/object/document/6_8_presentation_rubric_ccss_aligned
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1SowjqQZp4e_sF4N3mbRTRDxzfN_EzPvoL6uGB5EsXK4/edit?ts=5b244119
https://docs.google.com/document/d/18BHi4Va_TJzNZOI2s2tmf0gqJRVvfaL6Sfen2Rj6w08/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1lz9THgZjmKOH1WxWUbGOlALqf52vVdhiTi68MHb3l-g/edit
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EXPLORING DATA EXPLORING DATA STORYTELLING

LOOKING AT DATA
Students are expected to use data to tell a story about a particular aspect and/or issue in their community. 
The purpose is to draw attention to an important issue and inspire action. Therefore, it is important that 
students use the “best” data so their story will be impactful. Data is a powerful tool to make sense of the 
world and make decisions about how to improve it. And it can be overwhelming at times, especially outside 
the mathematics classroom. Learning how to use resources, information, and quantitative and qualitative 
data in all disciplines is a key skill. Below you will find some ideas for how to help students make sense of 
data as well as some ideas for choosing the right data.  

HOW DO WE TELL STORIES WITH DATA?
In the era of “big data,” information is being collected about us all the time. That data is being used to make 
decisions that shape the world we live in. It’s important that students are savvy users of data and information 
and can make sense of what they are saying. Telling a story about or with data helps people make meaning. 
Digital tools make data storytelling even easier. Below you will find resources for students to explore in an 
effort to develop their data stories. There are also some tips for how to make a great presentation. These will 
come into play during various points of the project.

click to explore:click to explore:

RESOURCE #1
Empowering Students with 

Data
>>

RESOURCE #2
Analysis and Interpretation 

of Real-World Data
>>

RESOURCE #3
Help Your Students Develop 

Data Literacy
>>

RESOURCE #1
Data Story Examples

>>

RESOURCE #2
Data Visualizations

>>

RESOURCE #3
Digital Storytelling

>>

RESOURCE #3
How to Make a Great 

Presentation
>>

https://www.edweek.org/tm/articles/2016/02/10/empowering-students-with-data.html
http://www.naturalinquirer.org/UserFiles/File/McLaughlin%20Reprint.pdf
https://www.edutopia.org/blog/helping-students-develop-digital-literacy-suzie-boss
https://tuvalabs.com/content/?show=all&view=block&type=datastory&order_by=last_modified
https://www.ted.com/talks/hans_rosling_shows_the_best_stats_you_ve_ever_seen
https://cooltoolsforschool.net/digital-storytelling/
https://www.ted.com/playlists/574/how_to_make_a_great_presentation
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   THE PROJECT PATH AND KEY MILESTONES
The Project Path illustrates the 
learning process in a project-
based, competency-based 
setting. 

Project Milestones help clarify 
the path from Launch to Present, 
as learners move through an 
iterative process of building 
new knowledge and skills, and 
applying their new knowledge 
and skills to develop, critique, 
and refine their products in 
collaboration with peers.

The Project Path and the Project 
Milestones provide a concrete 
but flexible structure for project 
design and implementation.

The Project Milestones are color 
coded in this Project Path and 
throughout the document.

1

Student teams 
share their data 
stories at the 
Ideas Summit.

5
LAUNCH

BUILD KNOWLEDGE

Student explores the 
project and develops a set 
of need to know questions 
(NTKs).

PRESENT

2 Student teams identify 
a community issue and 
conduct qualitative and 
quantitative research.

3 Student teams develop 
questions, conduct 
interviews, and interpret 
and analyze data.

DEVELOP AND CRITIQUE

4
Student teams 
develop a data story 
using both existing 
and original data.

7
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   PROJECT MILESTONES AND STEPPING STONES

ENTRY EVENT PREVIEW THE PROJECT EXPLORE THE DRIVING QUESTION UNDERSTANDING COMMUNITY  ISSUES

QUESTIONS & INTERVIEWS

DIFFERENT TYPES OF DATA

ANALYZING DATA

PREPARE PRESENT REFLECT

REVISE STORYDATA STORIES FOCUS GROUP

Student reads the invitation to 
the Ideas Summit.

Student teams identify the 
most appropriate questions 
for interviewees and conduct 
interviews of community 
members.

Students engage each other in 
discussion to build context for 
the challenge.

Based on the entry letter, the 
discussion, and the driving 
question, student generates a 
list of need to know questions 
to drive inquiry in the project.

Student teams research, 
explore, and choose a 
community issue of focus.

Student teams examine 
quantitative and qualitative 
data.

Student teams analyze and 
identify trends in the data they 
collected.

Student teams make final 
preparations for sharing their 
data stories at the Ideas 
Summit.

Student teams share their 
data story presentations at an 
Ideas Summit.

Students and teacher reflect 
on their original need to knows 
and their current understanding 
of key content and process.

Student teams use focus 
group feedback to revise their 
proposal.

Student teams use data to tell 
a compelling story about their 
community issue.

Student teams receive 
feedback on their proposal in 
focus groups with a diverse 
audience.

MILESTONE #1: Student explores the project and develops a set of need to know  
questions (NTKs).

MILESTONE #2: Student teams identify a community issue 
and conduct qualitative and quantitative research.

MILESTONE #3: Student teams develop questions, conduct 
interviews, and interpret and analyze data.

MILESTONE #4: Student teams develop a data story using both existing and original data.

MILESTONE #5:  Student teams share their data stories at the Ideas Summit.
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What will the product and/
or performance include?

Begin with the end in mind! It’s time to tee up a few significant decisions you’ll need to make 
about the final project. As you make decisions, reflect on what you believe will work best with 
your students and your community, as well as time constraints, budgets, and your own skills 
and comfort level.

PRESENT

LAUNCH

DEVELOP AND 
CRITIQUE

BUILD  
KNOWLEDGESYNTHESIZE

INQUIRY

1. Review the three decision points below.
2. After weighing your options, make your decisions, and document them in your 
Project Design Companion >>.

Student creates a report using 
existing data that highlights a 
specific community issue that 
needs attention. 

WHAT TO DO:

Student collects, analyzes, 
and reports on data about a 
community need.

Student analyzes their data and 
creates a data story to present 
at the Ideas Summit.

   CUSTOMIZING THE PRODUCT OR PERFORMANCE

Who will the audience be, 
and how will you ensure 
an audience?

How much decision-
making power will students 
have regarding the topic, 
audience, and final product?

Student presents to 
classmates and teacher.

Student presents to their 
school’s administration.

Student presents at the Ideas 
Summit.

The whole class selects a 
community issue to address.

As a class, students 
collaborate to generate a list of 
community issues to research.

Student teams use their 
own research and collected 
data to create a story about 
a community issue of their 
choosing.

Low Complexity Medium Complexity High ComplexityDECISION POINTS:

https://docs.google.com/document/d/18BHi4Va_TJzNZOI2s2tmf0gqJRVvfaL6Sfen2Rj6w08/edit


1

Student teams share 
their solutions with 
an audience.6

LAUNCH

BUILD KNOWLEDGE

Student explores the 
project and develops a set 
of need to know questions 
(NTKs).

PRESENT

2 Student explores the history 
of space travel and the 
inventions that have made 
this exploration possible 
for humans.

3 Student explores the 
challenges of space 
travel, the environment 
of Mars, and the effect of 
both on humans.

Student teams ideate 
and develop a proposed 
solution to their selected
problem.

4
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   MILESTONE #1: LAUNCHING INQUIRY
Welcome to Launching Inquiry. 
This is the entry into Community 
Voices. Students read and react to 
an invitation letter from the Ideas 
Summit hosts to present data stories 
on community issues.

The entry event of every good 
project creates the opportunity 
to begin an inquiry cycle driven 
by students’ own need to know 
questions. In Community Voices, 
students should ask questions 
about community issues such as 
employment, transportation, and 
housing, as well as how to collect 
and analyze data.

It is key during this phase to honor 
all questions students generate as 
they orient to the project. They’ll be 
able to determine which are most 
important to answer as the project 
unfolds.

Note: The recommended resources 
will be helpful as you design lessons 
for this milestone.

STEPPING STONES
ENTRY EVENT
Student reads the invitation to the Ideas Summit. 

PREVIEW THE PRODUCT
Students engage each other in discussion to build context 
for the challenge. 

EXPLORE THE DRIVING QUESTION
Based on the entry letter, the discussion, and the driving 
question, student generates a list of need to know questions 
to drive inquiry in the project.

RECOMMENDED RESOURCES
TEXTS AND DATA

• Entry Letter >>

AUDIO AND VISUALS : PHOTO ESSAYS
• The Best Stats You’ve Ever Seen >>

• Making Data Mean More Through Storytelling >>

TOOLS AND FORMS
• Generating Need to Knows Strategy >>

• Text Rendering Protocol >>

• Guide to Clarifying Questions >>

• Question Formulation Technique >>

13

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1SowjqQZp4e_sF4N3mbRTRDxzfN_EzPvoL6uGB5EsXK4/edit?ts=5b244119
https://www.ted.com/talks/hans_rosling_shows_the_best_stats_you_ve_ever_seen
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6xsvGYIxJok
http://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/bie-ootg/documents/NKTs_final.pdf
https://www.nsrfharmony.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/TextRendering-N_0.pdf
https://global.indiana.edu/documents/global-perspectives/clarifying-and-probing-questions-handout-step-2-define.pdf
http://www.ascd.org/publications/educational-leadership/oct14/vol72/num02/The-Right-Questions.aspx
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Structure of a 
Launch...

As you design your launch, consider this three-part structure to help guide your efforts: Entry Event, Project 
Preview, and Driving Question Exploration. The launch may be only one lesson, but these three key segments 
each involve careful decision-making, planning, and materials development. Let’s take a closer look.

MATCH, LIT.
Students participate 
in an engaging shared 
experience that generates 
excitement about 
Community Voices project.

PROJECT, LINKED.
The connection between 
the provocation or entry 
event and the final project 
is totally clear; basic 
project expectations are 
communicated upfront.

INQUIRY, LAUNCHED.
Opportunities for students 
to generate their own 
questions pique their 
interest as they begin to 
connect with the challenge, 
“How can we use data 
to tell a story about our 
community to inform and 
motivate citizens to action?”

ENTRY EVENT
Captivating experiences 
create buzz, provide context, 
access prior knowledge, 
and tap student interests, 
curiosities, and values.

PREVIEW THE 
PROJECT
Student is introduced to the 
expectations for the final 
product. 

EXPLORE THE 
CHALLENGE QUESTION
Student accesses and 
assesses prior knowledge, 
and asks their own questions. 
Student uses their questions 
to frame inquiry into issues 
central to the project.

1)

2)

3)

MIGHT LOOK LIKE...
• Read the Entry Letter >> from the city 

council.

• Review the project overview with 
students.

• Watch and react to TED Talk-style 
presentations that use data to tell 
their story.

• Using the Generating Need to Knows 
>> strategy, students generate 
questions that will drive inquiry 
throughout the project.

DESIRED OUTCOMES

EXAMPLES OF INITIAL STUDENT NEED TO KNOWS

Use this time to collect student 
questions rather than answer 
their questions. These questions 
become the driving force of 
learning in the project as students 
seek to find answers throughout 
the project with your support.
  
The list is a living document that 
you should refer back to on regular 
basis. Ask your students: What’s 
been answered? What did we think 
was important that we now know 
isn’t?

• How do we define community?
• How will we pick a community issue?
• Who is our audience?
• How do I know if an issue matters to my audience?

QUESTIONS ABOUT IDENTIFYING COMMUNITY ISSUES N
T
K

QUESTIONS ABOUT UNDERSTANDING DATA 

• How can I distinguish between qualitative and quantitative data?
• Which data are most useful for specific contexts?
• Which data best support a claim?

The need to know process is essential to the project. It helps students activate their prior 
knowledge and identify their own questions for exploration.

QUESTIONS ABOUT STORYTELLING

• What are elements of a good data story?
• How do I use data to support/tell a story?
• How do I tell a compelling story?

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1SowjqQZp4e_sF4N3mbRTRDxzfN_EzPvoL6uGB5EsXK4/edit?ts=5b244119
http://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/bie-ootg/documents/NKTs_final.pdf
http://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/bie-ootg/documents/NKTs_final.pdf
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 SAMPLE LAUNCH: STUDENT VIEW

THE ENTRY EVENT
All communities have room for improvements. Ours is no different. 
As you read this invitation from the Ideas Summit hosts, consider our 
community’s needs. Write down some ideas you have to make our 
community better. Where are we having the most challenges? What are 
some of our strengths? After you note your thoughts, we will share out in 
small groups and discuss.

LESSON LAUNCH
To make the project more 
authentic and relevant for your 
students, invite a real community 
organizing entity to partner with you 
for this activity. 

Since groups like this often have 
limited resources and bandwidth, 
consider how the work your 
students are doing might genuinely 
benefit and support the work of the 
community organization.

As students read the entry event 
it may be helpful to use a text 
rendering protocol >> or other 
reading process or strategy to help 
them unpack the details embedded 
in the letter.  This can help make 
the need to knows they generate 
be more  focused on content than 
logistics. 

More details about how to facilitate 
the discussion activity to explore 
the driving question can be found in 
the 3 handshakes protocol >>.

INVESTIGATE
PREVIEW PROJECT EXPECTATIONS
Our driving question is “How can we use data to tell a story about our 
community to inform and motivate citizens to action?” Let’s look at a 
couple examples of people using data to tell stories that are impactful. 

To help us deepen our understanding, we are going to have a series of 
short one-on-one discussions. Find a partner and take a few minutes to 
discuss the question, “What are your reactions to the story and how it was 
told using data?” Make sure each partner has a chance to share their 
thoughts. Now find a new partner and discuss the question, “What issues 
in our community come to mind as you watch?” Find one last partner to 
discuss the question, “What data could you collect or would you need to 
help you make a point on an issue that interest you?”

Finally, discuss with the whole group, “What are some ideas or thoughts 
that made an impact on you during your one-on-one discussions?  Let’s 
share and capture our key takeaways.

INVESTIGATE (CONT’D)

SYNTHESIZE AND REFLECT

While students are clarifying their 
understanding of the details or 
logistics of the project, feel free 
to address clarifying questions 
>>. Answers to these questions 
should be quick and short to 
support student understanding of 
the project.

Be sure to recognize the 
difference between clarifying 
questions and need to know 
questions that will drive inquiry. 
Collect each type of question 
separately, leaving the need to 
know questions to be answered 
by students throughout the 
project.

PREVIEW  PROJECT EXPECTATIONS 
Our driving question for this project is, “How can we use data to tell a story about 
our community to inform and motivate citizens to action?” You will be creating 
your own TED Talk-style presentation to answer this question about a particular 
issue in our community. Let’s take a look at the rubric to clarify what that looks 
like. Let’s also review the invitation and any notes you captured while reading 
it or while watching the TED Talks. What are important details or expectations 
for addressing this challenge?  Let’s capture these things you know, or think you 
know right now, about the learning ahead.  

INITIATE THE NEED TO KNOW PROCESS
Let’s use the Need to Know process >> to create questions for the learning in 
this project. Ask yourself, based on the entry event, what key content do I need to 
be able to address the challenge? What new new skills will I need to create the 
final product? What questions or wonderings do I have about my community, the 
key areas of focus, on collecting, analyzing, and/or using data?

CLOSING THE LAUNCH
As you think about the project you will undertake, consider the skills and 
knowledge you would need to be able to create a compelling story about a 
community issue using data. Review your need to know questions. Which seem 
most important or most pressing to you? Why? How could you learn what you 
need to know? How could you find answers to your questions?

MILESTONE #1: LAUNCHING INQUIRY

https://www.nsrfharmony.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/TextRendering-N_0.pdf
https://www.nsrfharmony.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/TextRendering-N_0.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/152isOafEvBpW2sdihLNkXe1h-cbFR8oIpaWTwhxDqCE/edit
https://global.indiana.edu/documents/global-perspectives/clarifying-and-probing-questions-handout-step-2-define.pdf
https://global.indiana.edu/documents/global-perspectives/clarifying-and-probing-questions-handout-step-2-define.pdf
http://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/bie-ootg/documents/NKTs_final.pdf
http://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/bie-ootg/documents/NKTs_final.pdf


Student teams 
deliver final 
proposal to 
school board. 

5
LAUNCH

BUILD KNOWLEDGE

Student explores the 
project and develops a set 
of need to know questions 
(NTKs).

PRESENT

2 Student teams identify 
a community issue and 
conduct qualitative and 
quantitative research.

3 Student teams develop 
questions, conduct 
interviews, and interpret 
and analyze data.

4
Student teams develop a data 
story using both existing and 
original data.
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   MILESTONE #2: EXPLORING COMMUNITY ISSUES 

STEPPING STONES RECOMMENDED RESOURCES
TEXTS AND DATA

• Analyzing Community Problems >>

• The 10 Most Important Issues Facing Cities >>

• Identifying Community Issues and Assets >>

• Differences Between Quantitative and Qualitative Research 
Methods >>

AUDIO AND VISUALS
• Solving Problems Through Community Wisdom >>

• Qualitative and Quantitative Data >>

TOOLS AND FORMS
• Learning Log >>

• Reflection Organizer >>

• Vocab Drawing Sheets >>

The milestone lays the foundations 
of research and understanding 
that support students as they 
create their data story for the 
Ideas Summit. First, students 
identify a community issue that 
needs attention. Then they make a 
claim about why this issue needs 
attention and learn about the types 
of data they can use to support 
their claim.

This milestone focuses on 
deepening the inquiry process as 
students build their background 
knowledge. In the first stepping 
stone, students explore the 
community issue through online 
research. 

The second milestone supports 
students in learning key distinctions 
between quantitative and qualitative 
data. Students are also challenged 
to determine how to effectively 
support claims with data. The goal 
of this stepping stone is to help 
students think critically about the 
connections between claims and 
data.

Note: The recommended resources 
will be helpful as you design 
lessons for this milestone.

19

UNDERSTANDING COMMUNITY ISSUES

Student teams research, explore, and choose a community 
issue of focus.

DIFFERENT TYPES OF DATA

Student teams examine quantitative and qualitative data.

https://ctb.ku.edu/en/table-of-contents/assessment/assessing-community-needs-and-resources/analyzing-community-problems/main
https://www.fastcodesign.com/3061619/the-10-most-important-issues-facing-cities-according-to-their-mayors
http://yparhub.berkeley.edu/define-issue/identifying-community-issues-and-assets/
https://www.orau.gov/cdcynergy/soc2web/content/phase05/phase05_step03_deeper_qualitative_and_quantitative.htm
https://www.orau.gov/cdcynergy/soc2web/content/phase05/phase05_step03_deeper_qualitative_and_quantitative.htm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oZEM9yF_Pl0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dwFsRZv4oHA
http://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/bie-ootg/documents/learninglog_final.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1bDI0z4Tr4lxEmgctxIyL-5v7QOBeZjw_thcsz2wMBF0/edit
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B_HeI0h0MXOrTkhvZ0s3LUhtQlU/view
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1. EXPLORING COMMUNITY 
ISSUES
The purpose of this stepping 
stone is to help students 
understand the opportunities 
and constraints of their 
challenge: how to identify a 
community issue that needs 
attention. It’s important for 
students to develop a clear 
understanding of what issues 
are most pressing.

The emphasis is on research. 
Leverage your existing tools 
and resources used to teach 
and practice research skills. 
By the end of this stepping 
stone, students should select 
the community issue on which 
they will focus. They also need 
to make a claim about this 
issue. For example, there has 
been a sharp decline in bus 
services in the community, and 
it causes many students to be 
late to school.

   STEPPING STONES TO EXPLORING COMMUNITY ISSUES

IDEAS FOR ACTIVITIES
The Learning Log >> strategy is 
a suggestion for how to sustain 
inquiry using students’ questions 
and to keep research work time 
productive. Students can begin 
online research for background 
information and statistics on their 
community issue.  

Students can also begin defining 
and analyzing problems in 
the community. However, they 
are likely to surface more as 
they continue conducting their 
research.

2.  TYPE OF DATA
This stepping stone will likely 
include several lessons to 
ensure students understand the 
difference between quantitative 
and qualitative data >> and 
reasons to use each type. 

It’s important for students 
to practice interpreting data 
and differentiating between 
quantitative and qualitative. 
Provide examples, like a 
photograph or a short video 
clip, and have students capture 
as much qualitative and 
quantitative as possible. Then 
students can determine which 
data is most significant.   

Using need to knows during the 
stepping stone will be important   
to keep the relevance of the 
community issue that needs 
attention. Consider using the  
Revisiting Need to Knows >> 
strategy to sustain inquiry. 

1. UNDERSTANDING COMMUNITY ISSUES 2.  DIFFERENT TYPES OF DATA
Standards CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.8.7 >>; D2.Civ.7.6-8 >> CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RH.6-8.8 >>

Students will be 
able to ...

Research and understand community issues (e.g. transportation, 
education, employment). 

Identify the characteristics of quantitative and qualitative.
Distinguish between different types of data.
Determine when to use which type of data

Ideas for 
Activities

• Learning Log >> to support productive student-driven research
• Defining and Analyzing >> a problem in the community.
• Community survey gallery walk where students are exposed to 

many different aspects of their community. This could include 
some pictures and statistics.

• Gallery walk of different types of data and their uses/purposes.
• Compare and contrast different data for the same purpose >>.

Reflection 
and Synthesis 
Prompts

• How has understanding more about our community changed your 
• Perception of its strengths? Why?
• Perception of its needs? Why?
• Consideration of what issue to present on? Why?

• How has your understanding of types of data informed your 
thinking about the community issue?

• Which type of data is more impactful? Why?

Formative 
Assessment 
Ideas

• Outline of key takeaways about the community issue.
• Check out these Exit Ticket >> ideas from BIE

• A traditional quiz on types of data.
• Ask students to explain when to use quantitative and qualitative 

data.
• Mini Summaries >>

Suggestions for 
Feedback and 
Support

• If some students are struggling, try these activities: Concept Map 
>> and Draw to Remember Summaries >>. 

• Structure Work Time >> to allow mini-lessons for students who 
need extra support.

• Guided Self-Questioning >> 

http://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/bie-ootg/documents/learninglog_final.pdf
https://keydifferences.com/difference-between-qualitative-and-quantitative-research.html
https://keydifferences.com/difference-between-qualitative-and-quantitative-research.html
http://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/bie-ootg/documents/Revisiting_NTKs_final.pdf
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/8/7/
https://www.socialstudies.org/c3
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RH/6-8/8/
http://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/bie-ootg/documents/learninglog_final.pdf
https://ctb.ku.edu/en/table-of-contents/analyze/analyze-community-problems-and-solutions/define-analyze-problem/main
https://factfinder.census.gov/faces/nav/jsf/pages/index.xhtml
http://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/bie-ootg/documents/ExitTickets_final.pdf
http://www.redesignu.org/design-lab/learning-activities/mini-summaries
http://www.redesignu.org/design-lab/learning-activities/concept-maps
http://www.redesignu.org/design-lab/learning-activities/concept-maps
http://www.redesignu.org/design-lab/learning-activities/draw-remember-summaries
http://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/bie-ootg/documents/work_time_final.pdf
http://www.redesignu.org/design-lab/learning-activities/guided-self-questioning


Student teams 
deliver final 
proposal to 
school board. 

5
LAUNCH

BUILD KNOWLEDGE

Student explores the 
project and develops a set 
of need to know questions 
(NTKs).

PRESENT

2 Student teams identify 
a community issue and 
conduct qualitative and 
quantitative research.

3 Student teams develop 
questions, conduct 
interviews, and interpret 
and analyze data.

4
Student teams develop a data 
story using both existing and 
original data.
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   MILESTONE #3: DEVELOPING, INTERPRETING, AND ANALYZING DATA 

STEPPING STONES RECOMMENDED RESOURCES
TEXTS AND DATA

• 6 Ways to Ask Better Questions >>

• How to Interview Someone Like a Journalist >>

• How to Make an Infographic >>

AUDIO AND VISUALS
• How to do a Research Interview >>

• How to Write Effective Interview Questions >>

TOOLS AND FORMS
• Learning Log >>

• Student Conferencing Tools >>

• Reflection Organizer >>

Now that students have a 
foundation in community issues 
and types of data, this milestone 
focuses on designing interview 
questions to collect more data 
representing community voices and 
making sense of all data collected. 
Students craft effective interview 
questions to yield useful and 
meaningful data.  

This data informs planning for their 
data story. In analyzing the data 
during the second stepping stone, 
students unpack their assumptions, 
make observations, and consider 
the implications of their data for 
their data story presentation.

Note: The recommended resources 
will be helpful as you design 
lessons for this milestone.
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QUESTIONS & INTERVIEWS

Student teams identify the most appropriate questions for 
interviewees and conduct interviews of community members. 

ANALYZING DATA

Student teams analyze and identify trends in the data they 
collected.

Be sure to reflect back on:

UNDERSTANDING COMMUNITY ISSUES

Student teams research, explore, and choose a community 
issue of focus.

https://thewritepractice.com/six-ways-to-ask-better-questions-in-interviews/
https://www.articulatemarketing.com/blog/how-to-interview-someone
https://venngage.com/blog/how-to-make-an-infographic-from-your-poll-and-survey-data-in-4-steps/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9t-_hYjAKww
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JVEBZMrbte4
http://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/bie-ootg/documents/learninglog_final.pdf
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B2GwxiRJGQy6UkZSM0hNMmVYeTQ
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1bDI0z4Tr4lxEmgctxIyL-5v7QOBeZjw_thcsz2wMBF0/edit
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1. CONDUCTING INTERVIEWS
The purpose of this stepping 
stone is to design an interview 
tool that will help students collect 
data about community members’ 
perceptions of their chosen 
community issue. Learning about 
different types of questions will 
be important.  Students need 
to unpack what makes good 
questions so that their data is 
useful in the creation of their 
data story.

It is important to remind students 
that the interviews are a way to 
elevate the voices of real people 
who live in the community.

   STEPPING STONES TO DEVELOPING, INTERPRETING, AND ANALYZING DATA

IDEAS FOR ACTIVITIES
Have students look at different 
types of interview questions and 
techniques. Make sure to review 
the recommended resources.

It’s important to draw students 
back to their community issue 
to develop their questions. 
Specifically, encourage students 
to design questions that help 
them determine how the 
community issue impacts the 
lived experience of community 
members. 

2. ANALYZING DATA 
Be sure to schedule time 
for students to get out into 
the community to conduct 
interviews, or bring in community 
members and allow students 
to conduct interviews in your 
classroom.

Once the interviews are 
completed, students need 
time to identify themes that 
emerge from their analysis of 
the data. Students also need to 
research supporting quantitative 
statistics. They should also 
begin considering which visual 
data they may include in their 
presentation.

IDEAS FOR ACTIVITIES 

The data analysis protocol or 
another process will support 
students in understanding 
their data before jumping to 
conclusions. Make sure students 
understand and consider 
implications and next steps as 
a result of their data analysis 
so that they create a strong and 
compelling data story. 

Be sure students are actively 
connecting back to the 
community issue and the claim 
they are making about this 
issue. They should consider 
which data best support their 
claim.

1. QUESTIONS & INTERVIEWS 2. ANALYZING SURVEY RESULTS
Standards CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.8.8 >>; D2.Civ.10.6-8 >> CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RI.8.8 >>

Students will be 
able to ...

Design interview questions related to a community issue. Draw conclusions and make decisions based on data from their 
interviews and research.

Ideas for 
Activities

• Jigsaw >> different types of interview questions.
• Leverage the Work Time >> strategy to ensure students work 

productively.

• Use the Data Analysis Protocol >> to begin processing the data.
• Adapt literacy strategies like Discussion Web >> or One 

Comment, One Question >>.
• Other Data analysis and modeling activities >>.

Reflection 
and Synthesis 
Prompts

• As a result of research, how has your thinking about interviews 
changed?

• What do you think might be the biggest obstacle as you design 
interview questions for your community members?

• Which data are the most compelling? Why?  
• How is that data similar and different from what you expected?

Formative 
Assessment 
Ideas

• What are the differences between an effective interview and an 
ineffective interview?

• As an exit ticket, student craft novel effective and ineffective 
interview questions.

• Students turn in draft interview questions for teacher review and 
feedback.

• Submit a data table/graph, and explain how it relates to your 
community issue.

• Identify the most compelling quantitative and qualitative data.

Suggestions for 
Feedback and 
Support

• Frameworking >> • Students will be working intensely in their project teams. The 
Conference >> tool will help ensure students are on track. 

http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/8/8/
https://www.socialstudies.org/c3
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RI/8/8/
http://www.redesignu.org/design-lab/learning-activities/jigsaw
http://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/bie-ootg/documents/work_time_final.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cP5zDSeDSpqssl27jP4JV59vpX-RLeVXvHg-cGgbveU/edit
http://www.redesignu.org/design-lab/learning-activities/discussion-web
http://www.redesignu.org/design-lab/learning-activities/one-comment-one-question
http://www.redesignu.org/design-lab/learning-activities/one-comment-one-question
http://www.tinkerplots.com/activities/data-analysis-and-modeling-activities
http://www.redesignu.org/design-lab/learning-activities/frameworking
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B2GwxiRJGQy6UkZSM0hNMmVYeTQ


Student teams 
share their data 
stories at the 
Ideas Summit.

52 Student teams identify 
a community issue and 
conduct qualitative and 
quantitative research.

3 Student teams develop 
questions, conduct 
interviews, and interpret 
and analyze data.

DEVELOP AND CRITIQUE

4
Student teams 
develop a data story 
using both existing 
and original data.
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   MILESTONE #4: DEVELOP A DATA STORY

STEPPING STONES RECOMMENDED RESOURCES
TEXTS AND DATA

• Claim Data Warrant Sheet >>

• Infographic Creating Resources >>

• Implementing the Claim, Evidence, Reasoning 
Framework >>

• How to Tell a Story With Data >>

AUDIO AND VISUALS
• How to Tell a Story >>

• Storytelling With Data >>

• Stories Are Just Data With a Soul >>

• We’re All Data Scientists >>

TOOLS AND FORMS
• Learning Log >>

• Student Conferencing Tools >>

• Reflection Organizer >>

This milestone focuses on 
incorporating both qualitative and 
quantitative data analysis from 
their research into a data story. 
Students determine why their 
community issue needs attention 
and select the best data to support 
that claim. 

Once students develop a 
compelling data story, they share 
it with peers in a focus group to 
gather feedback. Students use the 
feedback to revise and improve the 
data story and their Ideas Summit 
presentation.

Conferencing is key during this 
milestone because each team will 
need targeted, specific support.

DATA STORIES

Student teams use data to tell a compelling story about their 
community issue.

FOCUS GROUPS

Student teams receive feedback on their proposal in focus 
groups with a diverse audience.

REVISE STORY

Student teams use focus group feedback to revise their 
proposal.

https://www.vanderbilt.edu/AnS/english/mwollaeger/cdw.htm
http://www.redesignu.org/design-lab/performance-tasks/infographic
https://www.chemedx.org/article/implementing-claim-evidence-reasoning-framework-chemistry-classroom
https://www.chemedx.org/article/implementing-claim-evidence-reasoning-framework-chemistry-classroom
https://hbr.org/2013/04/how-to-tell-a-story-with-data
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9JrRQ1oQWQk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YKiIPOLG4CY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KYKV-LwGe4g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YMnqPTLoj7o
http://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/bie-ootg/documents/learninglog_final.pdf
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B2GwxiRJGQy6UkZSM0hNMmVYeTQ
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1bDI0z4Tr4lxEmgctxIyL-5v7QOBeZjw_thcsz2wMBF0/edit
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1. DATA STORY 
Using data collected via 
online research and in-person 
interviews, students develop 
the data story to support the 
claim they are making about 
their community issue. The 
emphasis of this stepping 
stone is figuring out how to 
leverage the best data to 
make their story compelling.

The recommended resources 
will be useful to help students 
expand their thinking about 
using data in moving and 
compelling ways. 

   STEPPING STONES TO DEVELOP A DATA STORY

IDEAS FOR ACTIVITIES
Have students visually draw 
out their data story using a 
graphic organizer. Teams can 
draft slides on paper first 
and then transfer to a digital 
presentation.  

The Work Time >> strategy 
offers structures for how you 
might offer mini-lessons on 
how to select data, how to 
appeal to an audience, and 
how to represent their claim 
digitally/visually, or this can be 
individual/teamwork time.

FEEDBACK
The idea of the focus groups 
is to run each data story by a 
set of community members to 
get their reactions to the claim 
and how it is supported. Focus 
groups might consist of students 
from within the class (for ease 
of coordination) or the broader 
community (for increased 
authenticity). Students might find 
their own focus groups, or you 
might set them up.

1. DATA STORY 2.  FOCUS GROUPS 3.  REVISE STORY
Standards

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RH.6-8.1 >>; CCSS.ELA-LIT-
ERACY.RH.6-8.7 >>; CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.WHST.6-
8.1.B >>; D2.Civ.7.6-8 >>; D2.Civ.10.6-8 >>

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.8.5 >>; 
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.8.4 >>

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.8.5 >>; 
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.8.4 >>

Students will be 
able to ...

Determine which data and visuals will comprise 
the data story.

Collect feedback from peers to improve their 
data stories to tell compelling stories at the 
Ideas Summit.

Use feedback to improve their community issue 
data story.

Ideas for 
Activities • Select images (charts, graphs, pictures) to use 

in the presentation.
• Use an infographic creation tool >> to create a 

rationale for community issue recommendations.
• Graphic organizer/storyboard >> of data story.
• Work Time >> strategy.

• Critical Friends Peer Review >>
• Critique Protocols >> strategy

• Work Time >> strategy
• Using Rubrics >> strategy

Reflection 
and Synthesis 
Prompts

• How has learning about data stories impacted 
your thinking about data?

• How can you organize your data in a way to 
tell a more compelling story?

• What surprised you about the feedback? 
Why?

• What was the most valuable piece of feed-
back you received? 

• What is the strongest element of your data 
story?

• Where do you need to continue to improve?

Formative 
Assessment 
Ideas

• Complete a graphic organizer with claim sup-
ported by an image and data.

• After processing the feedback, what are your 
next steps? 

• Self-assess the data story according the proj-
ect rubric.

Suggestions for 
Feedback and 
Support

• Conference >> with student teams to check 
for understanding.

• Offer mini-lessons in supply, demand, and 
equilibrium. 

• Conference >> with students if they are strug-
gling to make sense of the feedback they 
received.

• Conference >> with students based on their 
rubric self-assessment. 

http://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/bie-ootg/documents/work_time_final.pdf
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RH/6-8/1/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RH/6-8/7/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RH/6-8/7/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/WHST/6-8/1/b/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/WHST/6-8/1/b/
https://www.socialstudies.org/c3
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/8/5/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/8/4/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/8/5/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/8/4/
https://piktochart.com
https://www.printablepaper.net/preview/storyboard-letter-16to9-2x3
http://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/bie-ootg/documents/work_time_final.pdf
https://32dkl02ezpk0qcqvqmlx19lk-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/NTN-critical-friends.pdf
http://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/bie-ootg/documents/Critique_Protocols_final.pdf
http://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/bie-ootg/documents/work_time_final.pdf
http://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/bie-ootg/documents/UsingRubrics_final.pdf
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B2GwxiRJGQy6UkZSM0hNMmVYeTQ
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B2GwxiRJGQy6UkZSM0hNMmVYeTQ
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B2GwxiRJGQy6UkZSM0hNMmVYeTQ


Student teams 
share their data 
stories at the 
Ideas Summit.

5
BUILD KNOWLEDGE PRESENT

Student teams identify 
a community issue and 
conduct qualitative and 
quantitative research.

Student teams develop 
questions, conduct 
interviews, and interpret 
and analyze data.

4
Student teams 
develop a data story 
using both existing 
and original data.
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RECOMMENDED RESOURCES
TEXTS AND DATA

• Plan an Event >>

• Create and Implement an Action Plan >>

• 7 Ways to Teach Public Speaking to Kids >>

• Four Corners in the Classroom >>

AUDIO AND VISUALS
• Tips on Giving Oral Presentations >>

• Public Speaking How-To >>

TOOLS AND FORMS
• Debrief the Event >>

• Reflection on Engineering Design >>

• Reflect on Learning Process >>

• BIE Presentation Rubric >>

• Project Rubric >>

STEPPING STONES
PREPARE
Student teams make final preparations for sharing their data 
story at the Ideas Summit. 

PRESENT
Student teams share their data stories with the community 
at the Ideas Summit

REFLECT
Students and teacher reflect on their original need to knows 
and their current sense of understanding.
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   MILESTONE #5: THE IDEAS SUMMIT
This milestone has three stepping 
stones: prepare, present, and 
reflect. All three are essential, 
as they provide students with 
both the authentic experience of 
bringing their work out into the 
world with elegance and grace, 
and the opportunity to reflect on 
their learnings to inform future 
projects and classwork. 

As you plan lessons to help 
students prepare, think about how 
you might support them in striving 
for a high level of quality. For the 
presentation, take the stance 
that anything that can go wrong 
will, and plan accordingly. For the 
reflection, try to create an open, 
thoughtful, and calm moment 
for students to look inward, 
backward, and forward.

Note: The recommended 
resources will be helpful as you 
design lessons for this milestone.

http://www.redesignu.org/design-lab/performance-tasks/plan-event
http://www.redesignu.org/design-lab/formative-tasks/create-and-implement-action-planpae
http://publicspeakingpower.com/teach-public-speaking-to-kids/
https://www.facultyfocus.com/articles/effective-teaching-strategies/helping-students-find-their-voices-four-corners-of-the-classroom/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QKOO99UjsSE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fUgwc2WlPrk
http://www.redesignu.org/design-lab/formative-tasks/debrief-eventpae
http://www.redesignu.org/design-lab/formative-tasks/reflected
http://www.redesignu.org/design-lab/formative-tasks/reflect-learning-processreflective
https://www.bie.org/object/document/6_8_presentation_rubric_ccss_aligned
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1IpOI8_yTsua91hxD21EtsmDUMUTcjfplwmlIwjkSfAw/edit?ts=5b22633e#gid=1644689415
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1. PREPARE
While students are finishing up last-minute 
preparations, you’ll want to ensure that you 
have done the same for the event where 
students will share their data stories with 
the public. 

2. PRESENT
Technology always has the potential to 
cause a snag, so it’s advisable to test 
out any technology prior to the event and 
have someone handy who can provide 
spontaneous tech support in case anything 
goes wrong during the event.

   STEPPING STONES TO THE IDEAS SUMMIT

1. PREPARE  2. PRESENT 3. REFLECT
Standards CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RH.6-8.7 >> CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.SL.8.4 >> CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.SL.8.1.D >> Standards

Students will 
be able to...

Make final preparations to share their data sto-
ries at the Ideas Summit.

Share their data story at the Ideas Summit. Reflect on the original NTKs and current under-
standing of the community issues.

Students will 
be able to...

Decision 
Points

• In what order will the students present?
• How will you make sure that students move 

smoothly and quickly between presenta-
tions?

• Will there be an opportunity for questions 
from the community?

• What is the format for presentations?
• How will audience members be primed to 

assess presentations?

• Final rubric review leveraging the Using Ru-
brics >> strategy

• Individual reflection and/or team dialogue 
based on their team contract >>. 

Ideas for
Reflection on 
Work Product
and Process

Ideas for
Activities

• Rehearse the presentation.
• Practice using any relevant technology.
• Use the rubrics to self-assess, and ask 

peers to assess the presentation.
• Create Audience Feedback Form >>.

• Students share their data stories with stu-
dents, staff, and community members.

• PMI >>
• Use data from the Audience Feedback 

Form >> to reflect on the presentation.

Reflection 
on 
Presentation

Logistics • Make sure all the event logistics are in 
place, such as: event space is confirmed, 
technology needs are requested, invitations 
to the public are sent, transportation to the 
location is confirmed, additional adults to 
support the event have been secured, etc. 

• Make sure whatever technology is needed 
for presentation is working properly.

• Revisiting Need to Knows >>
• 3-2-1 Bridge Activity >> (like need to knows, 

this is initiated at the start of a project)

Ideas for
Reflection on 
NTKs and Key
Knowledge
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3. REFLECT
The reflection process is both essential and 
more complex than you may first imagine. 
Reflecting on the project as a whole should take 
students on a journey of thinking about their new 
learning of content and skills, and the quality of 
their final products. 

This BIE resource, Post Project Reflection and 
Feedback From Students >>, is a useful tool for 
teachers to reflect on the project as a whole. 

AUDIENCE FEEDBACK
This stepping stone is also an opportunity 
for students to review visitor feedback. This 
feedback can play an integral role in any of 
the suggested activities. Check out this BIE 
resource, Audience Feedback Form >>, for 
additional ideas on eliciting feedback from the 
audience.

http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RH/6-8/7/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/SL/8/4/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/SL/8/1/d/
http://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/bie-ootg/documents/UsingRubrics_final.pdf
http://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/bie-ootg/documents/UsingRubrics_final.pdf
http://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/bie-ootg/documents/Creating_Using_TeamContracts_final.pdf
http://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/bie-ootg/documents/audience_feedback_final.pdf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1m0hoPBzaGMPoyJaRA6R2LW_m1YhpWiQ21c0-lFvO-8c/edit
http://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/bie-ootg/documents/audience_feedback_final.pdf
http://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/bie-ootg/documents/audience_feedback_final.pdf
http://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/bie-ootg/documents/Revisiting_NTKs_final.pdf
http://www.visiblethinkingpz.org/VisibleThinking_html_files/03_ThinkingRoutines/03d_UnderstandingRoutines/321Bridge/321Bridge_Routine.html
http://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/bie-ootg/documents/post_project_final.pdf
http://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/bie-ootg/documents/post_project_final.pdf
http://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/bie-ootg/documents/audience_feedback_final.pdf


PRESENT 
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.SL.8.4 >>
Present claims and findings, emphasizing salient points in a focused, 
coherent manner with relevant evidence, sound valid reasoning, and 
well-chosen details; use appropriate eye contact, adequate volume, and 
clear pronunciation.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.SL.8.1.D >>
Acknowledge new information expressed by others, and, when 
warranted, qualify or justify their own views in light of the evidence 
presented.
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DEVELOP & CRITIQUE 
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RH.6-8.1 >>
Cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of primary and 
secondary sources.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.WHST.6-8.1.B >>
Support claim(s) with logical reasoning and relevant, accurate data 
and evidence that demonstrate an understanding of the topic or text, 
using credible sources.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RH.6-8.7 >>
Integrate visual information (e.g., in charts, graphs, photographs, 
videos, or maps) with other information in print and digital texts.   
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.8.5 >>
With some guidance and support from peers and adults, develop and 
strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, editing, rewriting, 
or trying a new approach, focusing on how well purpose and audience 
have been addressed.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.8.4 >>
Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, 
organization, and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.

  APPENDIX I: STANDARDS
BUILD KNOWLEDGE
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.8.7 >>
Conduct short research projects to answer a question (including a 
self-generated question), drawing on several sources and generating 
additional related, focused questions that allow for multiple avenues of 
exploration.
D2.Civ.7.6-8 >>
Apply civic virtues and democratic principles in school and community 
settings.
D2.Civ.10.6-8 >>
Explain the relevance of personal interests and perspectives, civic 
virtues, and democratic principles when people address issues and 
problems in government and civil society.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RI.8.8 >>
Delineate and evaluate the argument and specific claims in a text, 
assessing whether the reasoning is sound and the evidence is relevant 
and sufficient; recognize when irrelevant evidence is introduced.
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.8.8 >>
Gather relevant information from multiple print and digital sources, using 
search terms effectively; assess the credibility and accuracy of each 
source; and quote or paraphrase the data and conclusions of others 
while avoiding plagiarism and following a standard format for citation.

http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/SL/8/4/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/SL/8/1/d/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RH/6-8/1/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/WHST/6-8/1/b/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RH/6-8/7/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/8/5/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/8/4/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/8/7/
https://www.socialstudies.org/c3
https://www.socialstudies.org/c3
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RI/8/8/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/W/8/8/
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got more?
Yes, in fact!
Come find more great projects and resourc-
es to support your PBL adventures at:

www.bie.org/ootg >> 

and

www.redesignu.org >>
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